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The theory: competition is assumed to deliver best outcomes in terms of
promoting economic efficiency – with regulation needed due to market failures.
Productive efficiency

Efficient use of resources.

Allocative efficiency



Maximise outputs for a given set of inputs.



Minimise costs – firms are operating at the
lowest point on their average total cost
curve.



Means optimal investment & operating
decisions have been made.

Dynamic efficiency

These
customers
consume

These
producers
produce

Optimal distribution of resources.


All consumers willing to pay the marginal cost for the
product are able to consume it.
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Increases production possibilities.


Competition drives innovation to reduce costs or increase
production possibilities.
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The practice: where does liberalisation bring benefits.

Benefits from
wholesale
markets

Placing the risk of technology choice, construction and operations onto
generation developers …
 Helps to reduce construction and operating costs for generation.
 Encourages the right type of generation to be developed, properly taking
account of the cost of capital.
 Encourages innovation in generation.

Benefits from
retail markets

Allowing consumers the right to choose retail supplier …
 Enables consumers to choose the price / service quality combination to suit
their needs (but they cannot choose the most important service quality
indicator!).
 Encourages innovation in retail products offered, e.g. green power, risk
management, demand management, metering etc.
 Puts pressure on retail margins (but these are a small part of the value chain).

Transmission
and distribution

frontier economics

Transmission and distribution are natural monopolies and are regulated.
Incentive based regulation …
 Helps to reduce costs and …
 … improve quality.
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The practice: liberalisation of the GB power market provided net benefits.

The main benefits of liberalisation came from …
 Replacement of coal fired generation by gas fired generation. In
1984/85 over 240,000 coal miners were employed in England and
Wales. By 1994 this had fallen to 7,000.
 Abandoning the nuclear generation expansion plan in 1996.
 Operating cost savings.
The main costs came from …
 Paying a higher price to France for electricity imported to Britain.
 Restructuring costs.
frontier economics

David M. Newbery and Michael G. Pollitt (1997)
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Liberalisation means introducing or deepening managed competition.
Wholesale competition

 Wholesale
competition is through
short term markets
(with contracts to
manage risk).

Single buyer model.
 Gencos compete to sell to the single
buyer – competing in the construction
and operation of power plants.
 Competition is through bidding the
terms in a long term power purchase
agreement (PPA).
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 Gencos compete in
the choice,
construction and
operation of power
plants.

Wholesale & retail competition

 Generators and retail
suppliers have access
to the network.
 Wholesale trading
arrangements are
needed to value and
pay for surpluses and
deficits of power (i.e.
managed
competition).
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Standard elements of power sector liberalisation (not necessarily in this
chronological order)
Privatise

 Creates hard budget constraints and incentives to improve performance.
 Reduces ability to use firms for political objectives.

Unbundle
networks

 Reduces ability to cross subsidise between competitive and monopoly segments.
 Avoids incentive to foreclose access to the networks to competitors of the generation or
retail business affiliated to the network owner.

Create multiple
generators

 Mitigates market power and allows competition to work between generation companies.

Create a single
system operator

 Allows generation and demand to be balanced efficiently across the whole network.
 Allows efficient planning of transmission investment across the whole network.

Create a
balancing market

 Sets out efficient rules to value and pay for surpluses and deficits of power.
 Incentivises generators to produce only when it is efficient to do so.
 Signals to demand the value of power.

Create retail
suppliers

 Allows competition to work between retail companies (may need regulation of information
and of the switching process).
 Or, if no retail competition then regulate the retail margin.

Create an indept.
regulator

 Regulate prices or revenues and service levels for the networks to encourage cost
reduction and quality improvement.
 Regulate access to the networks, allowing competition to work and signalling the marginal
costs of the networks.
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The EU’s energy packages are aimed at creating an integrated
European energy market.
First energy
package

Second energy
package

Third energy
package

 1st Electricity Directive
96/92/EC
 1st Gas Directive
98/30/EC
 Regulations

 2nd Electricity Directive
2003/54/EC
 2nd Gas Directive
2003/55/EC
 Regulations

 3rd Electricity Directive
2009/72/EC
 3rd Gas Directive
2009/73/EC
 Three regulations

Accounting unbundling of
transmission, negotiated or
regulated access to networks,
independent regulator
encouraged, retail opening for
large customers

Legal and functional unbundling
of transmission, independent
regulator required, retail
opening for all customers,
ERGEG established, market
based allocation of cross border
electricity capacity

Ownership or strict functional
unbundling of transmission,
improved retail functioning,
rules around co-ordination
across countries in Europe
(ACER, ENTSO-E, etc.)

Strengthening of: unbundling, regulation, cross border cooperation and market opening
frontier economics
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The practice: GB liberalised by introducing wholesale and retail competition
(some consider this a textbook reform).
1990
CEGB unbundled
into one nuclear
and two other
gencos and a
transmission
company (owned
by the RECs).
Distribution and
retail supply kept
bundled in 12
regional electricity
companies (RECs).
RECs privatised.
Wholesale trade
through a gross
pool.
Retail choice
opened for
customers > 1MW.
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1991

1994

1995

Two non-nuclear
generation
companies
privatised.

Retail choice
extended to
customers over
100kW.
Investigation by
regulator gets
agreement from
two generation
coys to sell 6
GW of capacity
and cap offer
prices into the
Pool.

Transmission
company
unbundled from
the RECs and
privatised.
Government’s
‘golden share’ in
each REC
(preventing
ownership
change) was
removed.

2001
Pool replaced by
NETA, a bilateral
contracts trading
model.

1996

1998

Newer nuclear
Full retail
plants privatised. opening.
Older magnox
plants kept in
state ownership.

2005
NETA replaced by
BETTA –
extending the
wholesale trading
arrangements
from England and
Wales to include
Scotland.

2014
Capacity
mechanism
introduced, for
delivery of
generation
capacity in
winter of
2018/19.
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A small selection of what not to do …

Prevent retail
prices from
reflecting costs

 In California, retail suppliers were unable to pass through high wholesale costs and were
unhedged.
 In Spain, the tariff deficit peaked at about €26 billion, financed by promises from the Govt.
to pay.

Prevent
wholesale prices
reflecting costs

 A price cap below the value of loss load (VoLL) may result in over consumption in the short
run and …
 … dis-incentivise investment in generation in the long run.

Liberalise without
competition in
generation

 If a competitive market ownership structure is not in place, interventions and work-arounds
will be required to mitigate market power.

Leave networks
bundled

Ignore transitional
arrangements
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 Transmission system operators will favour affiliated generation and retail companies, e.g.
 procurement of ancillary services,
 re-dispatch of generation to manage congestion,
 provision of connection rights.
 Transitional arrangements may be necessary to
 facilitate the introduction of competition (e.g. new entry),
 run off existing arrangements (e.g. PPAs),
 compensate incumbents for the loss of existing rights.
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Procure renewables efficiently and make support for renewable generation
transparent.

The appropriate
type of renewable
support varies

 For larger scale, mature renewable technologies …
 Auctions have been driving costs down.
 But, appropriate penalties are required to ensure the auction is not a free option.
 For small scale facilities or less mature technologies …
 Feed in tariffs may be more appropriate, e.g. households are unlikely to want to
participate in an auction.
 But, costs may change very quickly and therefore the support mechanism needs the
flexibility to adapt – we have seen several cases (Spain, Czech Republic) where costs
fell below support levels, causing problems.

Renewables
should bear the
same costs as
other generators

 Renewables should bear the same cost reflective charges as other generators, e.g.
connection charges, balancing costs, etc.
 Otherwise, renewable developers will not make efficient decisions about location,
operation etc. and overall system costs could increase.
 In an auction, the renewable support level will adjust to take account of the efficient level of
these system costs.

Argument for
allowing some
consumers to
avoid paying for
renewables

 The cost of renewable support needs to be recovered.
 If there are no cost drivers, this is a purely cost recovery exercise.
 Economic efficiency implies recovering costs in a way that minimises distortions to market
outcomes.
 This may justify exempting price sensitive customers from contributing to the cost of
renewable support (subject to equity considerations).
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